HD Alloy Lifetime Structural Warranty

STI Tire & Wheel warrants its HD Alloy wheels to be free from structural failure, when
properly installed and used for normal and intended purposes, for as long as the original
retail purchaser owns the product. THIS WARRANTY IS SUBJECT TO THE TERMS,
CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS STATED HERE. STI’s liability is limited to replacement of
affected product with a new STI HD Alloy wheel of the same size and type. For warrantyaffected wheels that have been discontinued or are no longer in production, STI will replace
with a wheel of the same size and of a different style that is currently available and is
agreeable to the customer. If you have a warranty issue with one such wheel, STI will
replace that single wheel with a new style, and will not replace the entire set of wheels.
Limited Lifetime Structural Warranty for HD Alloy Wheels
1. Applies only to the original consumer as long as they own the wheels.
2. Requires proof of purchase, including photo or scan of original sales receipt
showing purchase date plus retailer name and contact information.
3. Includes free wheel replacement not to exceed 1 set for each vehicle.
4. Applies to bending or breaking that is NOT caused by broken or damaged driveline
components, suspension components or other vehicle components.
5. Applies ONLY to STI HD Alloy wheels, not other vehicle components or parts.
6. Does NOT cover damage to the cosmetic finish of any wheel. Scratches, blemishes
and normal wear and tear (for example, “mud rash”) are not covered by this
structural warranty.
7. Does NOT cover mounting and balancing charges.
8. Does NOT cover wheels that have been altered or modified.
9. Does NOT cover damage (to wheel or machine) caused by lug nuts coming loose
due to improper torque or fitment. It is the owner’s responsibility to torque the lug
nuts to the recommended specifications outlined in the vehicle owner’s manual.
10. Does NOT cover HD Alloy wheels used in racing and sanctioned competition
activity.
11. Does NOT cover wheels when used with Light Truck (LT) type tires. All STI HD
Alloy wheels are designed for use with ATV and UTV tires only; HD Alloy wheels are
NOT compatible with LT-type tires. Use of LT type tires on any STI wheel will void
this warranty.
12. Does NOT cover bent, cracked or broken beadlock rings, or stripped or broken
beadlock bolts. This warranty is limited to the wheel structure only.
Warranty claims are to be made with STI Tire & Wheel directly, and should originate
through STI’s website using the “Warranty – Wheels” form.
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